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Legal Disclaimer
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: SEMINAR MATERIALS AND THIS PRESENTATION ARE NOT INTENDED AS
LEGAL ADVICE AND ARE NOT LEGAL ADVICE. THESE MATERIALS CANNOT SUBSTITUTE FOR
LEGAL ADVICE. YOU SHOULD CONSULT AN EXPERIENCED EMPLOYMENT ATTORNEY IF YOU
HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS, POLICIES OR YOUR PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES.

Failure to pay all wages due from rounding time
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Failure to provide meal and rest periods

The Claims:

Knowing and intentional failure to comply with itemized employee
wage statements

PAGA penalties

Failure to pay wages to terminated employees/Waiting Time Penalties

Unfair Competition – Bus. & Prof. § 17200 (Reach Back Four Years)

Number of putative class members: 3,250
Number of terminated employees (11/15/2010-Present): 2,811
Number of wage statements (11/15/2012-Present): 84,960
Number of employee weeks (11/15/2009-Present): 300,003
Number of Checks: 271,418
27.8% of shifts were paid piece rate (for Bluford calculation)
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Shift Length Distribution
-Average: 7.95 Hours-
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It’s All in the Numbers: Plaintiff’s Perspective
Estimated Amount in
Interest Liquidated Damages Total Estimated Amount in Controversy
Controversy

Claim

Option/Formula

Minimum Wage Claim

712,976 shifts * 15 minutes * $10.01 average hourly rate

$1,784,222

$178,422

$1,962,645

$3,925,289

Overtime Claim

712,976 shifts * 15 minutes * $10.01 average hourly rate * 1.5

$2,677,225

$267,722

-

$2,944,947

Meal Breaks Claim

374,315 late meal periods * $10.01 average hourly rate

$3,746,893

-

-

$3,746,893

Rest Periods Claim

16,533 rest periods * $10.01 average hourly rate

$165,499

-

-

$165,499

Rest Period Wages (Bluford)

8,266 piece rate shifts * $10.01 average hourly rate * 20 minutes per shift

$27,305

-

$27,305

$54,610

Knowing and Intentional Failure to Comply with Itemized
Employee Wage State Provision

1,289 employees * $4,000 per employee

$5,156,000

N/A

-

$5,156,000

Wages Recoverable Under Section 558

Roughly 25% (1 year statute) of 4 years exposure

$2,658,124

N/A

-

$2,658,124

PAGA Penalties

$100 for initial violation, $200 for each subsequent violation thereafter for
each claim

$50,552,100

N/A

-

$50,552,100

Waiting Time Penalties

2,811 terminated employees * 30 days * 10 hours a day * $10.01 average
hourly rate

$8,441,433

N/A

-

$8,441,433

TOTAL ESTIMATED AMOUNT IN CONTROVERSY

$77,644,896

Total Estimate of Liability $77,644,896
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It’s All in the Numbers
Our Estimate $31.5M + Attorney’s Fees
Interest

Total Estimated
Amount in
Controversy

$749,534

$183,561

$933,095

11/15/2009-Present

$1,835

$450

$2,285

Number of Meal Eligible Shifts*Percentage of Meal Violation
Rate*Average Hourly Rate

11/15/2009-Present

$0

$0

$0

Failure to Provide Rest Breaks Breaks

Number of Rest Eligible Shifts*Percentage of Rest Violation
Rate*Average Hourly Rate

11/15/2009-Present

$0

$0

$0

Rest Period Wages (Bluford)

Number of Piece Rate Shifts*Percentage of Rest Eligible Shifts*20
Minutes*Average Hourly Rate

11/15/2009-Present

$199,197

$48,783

$247,980

Knowing and Intentional Failure to Comply with Itemized Employee
Wage State Provision

$4,000 per Person

11/15/2012-Present

$10,928,000

N/A

$10,928,000

PAGA Penalties

$50 per Pay Period

11/15/2012-Present

$4,248,000

N/A

$4,248,000

PAGA Penalties

$100 per Pay Period

11/15/2012-Present

$8,496,000

N/A

$8,496,000

Waiting Time Penalties

Number of Terminated Employees*Average Hourly Rate*Average Shift
Length*30

11/15/2010-Present

$6,712,833

N/A

$6,712,833

Claim

Option/Formula

Failure to Pay All Wages Due Rounding Policies (MW Claim)

Total Number of Shifts*Percentage of Shifts less than 10
Hours*Average Number of OTC per Day*Average Hourly Rate

11/15/2009-Present

Failure to Pay All Wages Due Rounding Policies (Overtime Claim)

Total Number of Shifts*Percentage of Shifts greater than or equal to
10 Hours*Average Number of OTC per Day*Average Hourly Rate*1.5

Failure to Provide Meal Breaks

Statute of Limitations Estimated Amount in Controversy
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TOTAL ESTIMATED AMOUNT IN CONTROVERSY

$31,568,194
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How One Employee
Can Take Revenge

Family of 12 working for the same
company
One was a supervisor
Employee Felt Embarrassed
When All Else Fails Find a Wage &
Hour Violation

Your Company’s legal name is “Wonderful Winery, Inc.”
On your paystubs, your company name is listed as “Wonderful Winery.”
Your business runs biweekly payroll (every two weeks) and issues wage
statements listing the incorrect legal name or business address to 20 employees
for one year.
One employee sues, on her own behalf, and on behalf of the 19 other
employees.
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Incorrect entity name or address and/or inaccurate pay
period dates = LC 226 penalty of $50 for the first pay period
and $100 for every subsequent pay period per employee (up
to a maximum of $4,000 per employee).



PAGA = additional $100 penalty per employee per pay period.



On her own behalf, the suing employee can seek statutory
penalties in the amount of $50 for the initial pay period and
$100 for each of the remaining 25 pay periods (total of
$2,550). She can ALSO seek civil penalties under PAGA in the
amount of $100 for each of the 26 pay periods (total of
$2,600). Thus, the employee can seek a total of $5,150 on
her own behalf.



The suing employee can seek PAGA penalties in the amount
of $100 for each of the 26 pay periods (the same $2,600
figure as above) on behalf of each of the 19 other
employees. For these 19 employees, the total penalty is
$49,400 (19 x $2,600)!



The total penalty exposure is $54,550 ($5,150 + $49,400)
because your legal business name or address was wrong on
your paystub.



Consider the penalties if you have 100 employees (don’t
forget about employee turnover).



Plus, your attorney’s fees and the plaintiff’s attorney’s fees.

PAGA Penalties Add Up

McKague Rosasco LLP
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Pay Check Stubs – LC 226
Itemized wage statement must include the following information:
All deductions, Federal and State, Health Care, Child Support, Etc.
Inclusive dates of the pay period
Employee name and SSN (only last 4 digits of the SSN)

Employer full legal name, Address, and EIN
Entity securing services (full legal entity name and address – January 1, 2012)
Hours worked and ALL applicable rates of pay
Applicable piece rate and number of pieces produced under each applicable piece rate (Daily)
Gross wages
Net wages
Effective July 1, 2015: Paid Sick Leave hours. Available and Used.
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AB 1513: Piece-rate work: Rest & Recovery Periods, and Other Non-Productive Time

Piece Rate Pay

Labor Code 226.2 defines how to compensate piece-rate
workers for mandated rest and recovery (R&R) periods and
other non-productive time (NPT) that does not generate
piece-rate earnings.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Rest and Recovery Periods
Labor Code section 226.2, sub.(a),paragraphs(1) and(3):

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP



Employees must be compensated for rest and
recovery periods separate from any piece-rate
compensation, and



The rate of compensation for rest and recovery
periods shall be the higher of:
✓

An average hourly rate determined by
dividing the total compensation for the
workweek, exclusive of compensation for
rest and recovery periods and any premium
compensation for overtime, by the total
hours worked during the workweek, exclusive
of rest and recovery periods.

✓

The applicable minimum wage.

Can’t I just pay hourly plus piece rate to
cover rest and recovery periods?
No.
This only helps with
non-productive time.

This encourages employees to take their authorized rest breaks, without feeling that
doing so will decrease their compensation.
MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Do I need to track rest
breaks now?
No, but….
Section 226.2, subdivision (a)(2) requires
that an employee’s itemized wage
statement state “[t]he total hours
of compensable rest and recovery
periods, the rate of compensation, and
the gross wages paid for those periods
during the pay period.”

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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What was authorized
and permitted?


If an employer has authorized and
permitted two 10-minute rest periods
during an employee’s work shift, the
“compensable” rest and recovery periods
are those that have been authorized and
permitted according to existing law.



That is the amount of time for which an
employee must be compensated (i.e.,
the “compensable” period), and which
must be itemized on the wage
statement, regardless of whether the
employee actually took only 8 minutes
on one rest period (less than the amount
of time that was “compensable”), or
took 13 minutes on another rest period
(more than the amount of time that was
“compensable.”)
MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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How To Track Non-Productive Time
“Other non-productive time” Defined:
Time under the employer’s control, exclusive of
rest and recovery periods, that is not directly
related to the activity being compensated on a
piece-rate basis.

 Actual

records

Or
 Reasonable good faith
estimates.

How is it paid?


Employees must receive at least minimum
wage for this time.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Piece Rate Pay – Common Errors
Pure piece rate needs to
have rest and recovery
paid for the entire week
and nonproductive time
paid for each piece rate
work day.

Hourly plus piece rate
needs to pay rest and
recovery for the entire
workweek.

Paycheck stubs need to
have nonproductive time
and rest and recovery pay
clearly and separately laid
out with the hourly rates
and amount of time.

If math is required to
figure out how the
employee was paid then
the paycheck is subject to
a lawsuit.

Don’t get creative with
labels to get around
paying piece rate rest and
recovery and
nonproductive time.

If I don’t understand the
paycheck, neither will the
worker.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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FLC – Wage Payment
Sect. 205, Calif. Labor Code:
"...wages of workers employed by a farm
labor contractor shall be paid on payroll
periods at least once every week on a
business day designated in advance by the
farm labor contractor. Payment on such
payday shall include all wages earned up to
and including the fourth day before such
payday.“
Example: Work Week ends on Sunday - Payday
is Thursday.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Under California law, an
employer may lawfully deduct
the following from an
employee's wages:

Paycheck Deductions

• Deductions that are required of the
employer by federal or state law, such
as income taxes or garnishments.
• Deductions expressly authorized in
writing by the employee to cover
insurance premiums, hospital or
medical dues or other deductions not
amounting to a rebate or deduction
from the wage paid to the employee.
• Deductions authorized by a collective
bargaining or wage agreement,
specifically to cover health and
welfare or pension payments.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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An employer shall indemnify his or her
employee for all necessary
expenditures or losses incurred by the
employee in direct consequence of the
discharge of his or her duties, …..



Attorney’s Fees

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Tools & Equipment
Employers cannot require employees to purchase tools, goods or
services.
Employers (and supervisors) should
not sell anything to employees.

Employees may claim that they were forced to make the
purchases due to the supervisor or employer’s control over
their job, which can result in liability to the employer.

Employers cannot charge employees who lose or break the employer’s tools
or equipment without facing the possibility of an illegal payroll deduction.

Uniforms must be supplied by the employer if required.
MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Timekeeping &
Rest Breaks

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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The Penalties for Failing to Pay Worker One Cent

Waiting Time Penalties
$20.00 x 8.5 hours x 30 days =
$4,800 per worker
Three Years
2,000 Workers = $9.6M

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Compensable Time and Donning and Doffing

The definition of working time
is very broad and includes all
time when an employee is
subject to the control of an
employer and includes all the
time in which the employee is
“suffered or permitted to
work,” whether or not
required to do so.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP

Under this broad definition, an
employer must compensate
employees for periods of time
in which no duties are
performed, as long as the
employee is subject to the
control of the employer.



California donning and doffing - when
employees are required to wear specialty
gear—including uniforms, safety gear, or
other tools and equipment—or undertake
other work-related activities before they are
allowed to begin their official work duties.



Must be compensated for this time.
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De Minimis Doctrine Does Not Apply in CA


Under federal law, courts will forgive employers for not
paying employees for small amounts of otherwise
compensable time upon a showing that the bits of time are
administratively difficult to record.



Examples of de minimis time include but are not limited
to: clocking in or out, turning lights and other systems on
or off, and unlocking or locking the facilities.



In Troester v. Starbucks Corporation, the California
Supreme Court held that the de minimis exception does
not apply in California. As a result, employers must be
sure to compensate employees for any and all time that
employees work, regardless of how minor or trivial the
amount of time and money may seem.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Rounding of Time
As long as the rounding policy averages out and is
neutral, it does not violate California wage and hour
law.
 Ensure

rounding comes out in employee’s

favor.
 California

law requires employees to be paid
at least minimum wage for all hours worked.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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DONAHUE V. AMN SERVICES, INC. (CAL. SUPREME COURT)
(NO ROUNDING OF MEAL PERIOD TIME)
Takeaways:
• Rounding at the beginning and end of a shift remains legal, for
now.
• BUT rounding at beginning of day to meal period could result in a
late meal period claim. (Not getting a meal period by the fifth
hour.)
• Start meal periods well before the fifth hour of work.
• Consider extending meal periods to longer than 30 minutes.
• Use an attestation and drop-down menu for non-compliant meal
punches if software allows it.
• If an employee is entitled to a meal period premium for a short,
late or missed meal period, pay it!
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The Time Card…
MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Work Hours

Rest Breaks

Meal Periods

Less than 3.5

None

None

3.5- less than 5

10-minute paid

None

5- less than 6

10-minute paid

30-minute unpaid (unless mutually waived)

6- less than 10

Two 10-minute paid

30-minute unpaid

10- less than 11

Three 10-minute paid

Two 30-minute unpaid (unless mutually waived AND first meal period was taken)

11- less than 14

Three 10-minute paid

Two 30-minute unpaid

14- less than 15

Four 10-minute paid

Two 30-minute unpaid

15- less than 18

Four 10-minute paid

Three 30-minute unpaid

Calculating Rest Break & Meal Periods
30 of 83

Duty Free Meal and Rest Breaks
Must be relieved of all duty for
BOTH now.
No closing gates.
No telling workers they can’t leave
even if it would not be possible.
Tardiness is a discipline issue.
MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Meal & Rest Period Premiums


If an employer fails to provide an employee a
compliant timely duty free uninterrupted meal
or rest period, the employer shall pay the
employee one (1) hour of pay at the
employee’s regular rate of compensation for
each workday that the meal period or rest is
not provided.



Max per day: 1 meal period premium + 1 rest
period premium.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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If an employee is “suffered and permitted” to work even though not instructed or
requested to do so, it is compensable time or hours worked.

If the employer knows or has reason to know the time is compensable.

Enforce with discipline, not lack of payment.

Hours Worked
MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Waiting Time
If on duty, all
waiting time is
time worked.

If off duty,
employee must be
relieved of all
duty.

Must be long
enough to be used
effectively for
his/her own
purposes.

Must be told in
advance that
he/she can leave
the job and that
he/she will not
have to commence
work until a
specified time.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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On Call Or Standby Time


On call time must be compensated if “controlled” rather than
“uncontrolled.”



If the employee is required to remain on call on the employer’s
premises or so close that he/she cannot use the time effectively for
his/her own purposes, all such time is considered time worked.



Can be compensated at different rate.



A travel time limitation for employees on uncontrolled standby cannot
be so restrictive that an employee is unable to follow his/her own
pursuits during such time.



20 minutes works in rural area but probably not metropolitan
area…maybe but lawsuits are being filed on it.

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Ward v. Tilly’s – On Call Shifts
“If an employer directs employees to present themselves for work by
physically appearing at the workplace at the shift’s start, then the
reporting time requirement is triggered by the employee’s appearance at
the job site.

But if the employer directs employees to present themselves for work by
logging on to a computer remotely, or by appearing at a client’s job site,
or by setting out on a trucking route, then the employee “reports for
work” by doing those things.
And if . . . the employer directs employees to present themselves for
work by telephoning the store two hours prior to the start of a shift, then
the reporting time requirement is triggered by the telephonic contact.”
MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP
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Ward v. Tilly’s –
On Call Shifts

MCKAGUE ROSASCO LLP



“Employers do not trigger reporting time pay requirements
merely by expecting employees to apprise themselves of
their schedules. An employee cannot arrive at work on time
without knowing when his or her shift begins.



But Tilly’s did not merely require employees to check their
schedules as a necessary predicate to getting to work on
time—it required employees to call in exactly two hours
before the start of on-call shifts, and it “treat[ed] calling
in late for an on-call shift or failing to call in for an on-call
shift the same as missing a regularly scheduled shift.”



Under Tilly’s on-call regime, failing to call in two hours
before an on-call shift was an independent disciplinary
offense, separate and apart from not coming to work on
time. As such, Tilly’s call-in procedure required far more of
employees than merely “ascertain[ing] when they are
supposed to work,” and thus, it properly triggered the
reporting time pay requirement.”
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Mandated Travel Pay



In 2000, the California Supreme Court decided Morillion
v. Royal Packing.



Held that employers were required to compensate
workers for the time they spent being transported to
the worksite when the employer required the workers
to be transported in the employer-provided
transportation.



If employees are not free to choose how they get to
work, then the employer is required to compensate
employees for the travel time.
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Mandated Travel Pay
Workers’ new legal theory for why travel time is
compensable?

California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA) is targeting
growers who provide optional transportation to and
from the fields.
CRLA’s theory is that the optional transportation is
not really optional because workers do not have the
means necessary to afford a meaningful choice.
In other words, CRLA argues that because workers do
not have any other options, they are in effect being
required to use the grower-provided transportation.
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Travel Time Pay Settlement - $1M


Fresh Harvest (Calexico) – Paid $1M to CRLA and UFW over claims
workers were not paid while in company vehicles to/from work.



Plaintiffs – sisters who were laid off in 2016; one forewoman; one
harvester.



Reported to same location each day in Calexico.



Travel time of two or more hours each day.



Foreperson performed work tasks on bus but paid additional hour each
day.



Distributed gloves, hair and beard nets, filled out log books, and
collected forms from workers.



Workers not told work location for the next day.



Workers had to wait at least 40 minutes on the bus to begin work.



Had to stick around at the end of the day for an hour.



Made stops to get employee checks and errands, like gas or supplies.



No agreement to pay travel time in the future; could be sued again.
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Recent Class Action/PAGA
Allegations in Ag


Not providing enough shade for all of your workers to take their meal/rest
periods.



Walking time in/out of a field cutting into 30 minute meal period



Waiting in line for COVID checks/temperature checks



Not paying travel time and mileage for field changes during the day



Lack of suitable seating for jobs that can be done while seated



Not paying for pruning shears, rain gear and boots



Requiring workers to arrive to work 15 minutes before the start of their shift



Requiring employees to remain on the property during meal or rest periods

Joint Employers – Who's
Responsible for a Class
Action or PAGA Lawsuit?

Grower?
Farm

labor contractor?

Vineyard

manager?

Supervisors?
Individual

owners?



Cal. Lab. Code
§ 2810.3
Joint Employer
Liability by
Statute

(b) A client employer shall share with a labor
contractor all civil legal responsibility and civil
liability for all workers supplied by that labor
contractor for both of the following:


(1) The payment of wages.



(2) Failure to secure valid workers’ compensation
coverage as required by Section 3700.



(c) A client employer shall not shift to the labor
contractor any legal duties or liabilities under
Division 5 (commencing with Section 6300) with
respect to workers supplied by the labor
contractor.



(d) At least 30 days prior to filing a civil action
against a client employer for violations covered
by this section, a worker or the worker’s
representative shall notify the client employer of
violations under subdivision (b).



Don’t forget about common law liability!

Labor Code § 558 – Making
Individuals Liable


Now heavily used to make individuals liable in wage and
hour cases.



Any employer or other person acting on behalf of an
employer who violates, or causes to be violated, a
section of the labor code or any provision regulating
hours and days of work in any order of the wage orders
shall be subject to civil penalties.



Citations from the Labor Commissioner can be to any
“person” that has paid or caused to be paid a wage for
overtime work in violation of the labor code, or any
provision regulating hours and days of work in the wage
orders or any overtime law.

McKague Rosasco LLP
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If this happens to me,
I’ll just file
bankruptcy!


Is it that easy?



How might the case continue to
follow you?



What if the state comes after
you?

How to Avoid Class
Actions?

How to Avoid
a PAGA
Lawsuit?
Audit your practices often.

Send your supervisors for training.
Conduct field audits too.
Don’t expect your payroll person to know HR!

A Clue You
Are About to
Get Sued…
A request for payroll and personnel
records from a current or former
employee.

QUESTIONS?
Presented by: Erica L. Rosasco, Esq.
1217 Pleasant Grove Blvd., Ste. 120
Roseville, CA 95678
916.672.6552

Presented by: Joe Garcia
162 Road 172
Delano, CA 93215
(661) 792-9300
joe.garcia@jagflc.com
www.jagflc.com

Erica@McKagueRosasco.com
www.McKagueRosasco.com
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